phantom power options.

5. Use the click wheel to scroll down to PHANTOM and push the wheel in again to bring up the

4. Use the click wheel above the menu button to scroll down to the INPUT option. Push the wheel.

3. Push the menu button on the right-hand side of the zoom.

2. Turn on the Zoom using the slider on the left-hand side. Slide then releases.

With our microphones and cables damaged them all secret.

6. Use the click wheel to select the +48V option. *DO NOT select +48V. This setting will not work.
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5. Use the click wheel to scroll down to PHANTOM and push the wheel in again to bring up the

4. Use the click wheel above the menu button to scroll down to the INPUT option. Push the wheel.

3. Push the menu button on the right-hand side of the zoom.

2. Turn on the Zoom using the slider on the left-hand side. Slide then releases.

1. Plug in the XLR (aka microphone) to either of the XLR plugs on the zoom input receivers.

Document explains the process of enabling phantom power on the Zoom. Here receivers.

The new XLR (aka microphone) requires phantom power from the device they are plugged into. This
6. Use the click wheel to select the +48V option. *DO NOT select +24V, this setting will not work with our microphones and could damage them if selected.*